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About This Game

Get thrown into randomly generated arenas that can only be seen by the light of the players and their weapons. Explore, collect
weapons and upgrades, and do battle against your friends or the computer. Customize each game using a variety of configurable

options.

Features

Countless Arena Maps

Completely customizable game with millions of possible configurations

6 different weapons and a variety of upgrades

Competitive Arcade mode

Simple, intuitive controls

Endless competitive fun

Arcade
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Battle your way through an endless stream of bots as you master each weapon the game has to offer. Arcade is designed to
introduce players to the gameplay and provide a challenging single-player experience. In this throwback to classic games that

just got harder with no end, pull in as many points as possible before your inevitable defeat.

Arena

You and up to three friends compete in the arena with 5 different modes, adjusted to suit your fine taste. Lots of weapons or
just a few? Fully armoured or one hit kills? Play the way you want.

Don't have friends? Hone your skills against computer-controlled players so that you're ready when you do get some.
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Title: Light Bound
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Garden Knight Games
Publisher:
Garden Knight Games
Release Date: 23 Apr, 2015
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If you've ever spent hours in the arcade playing space invaders or any shooter arcade co-op game this is the game for you.
Minimalistic funky graphics with great touches and nods to things like space invader inspired floating jellyfish background
ambience, weapons that have sound effects at times that seem like a nod to Defender. (the Nova weapon). Wacky characters.
Even the character selection screen reminds me of the Ninja Turtles arcade character select screen (in a way). What seems like a
simple shoot-em up quickly turns into "one more game". Great soundtrack by Gloom also. All around great package. Totally
reccomend as a party game if you have multiple controllers :D. Great game,
to idle for cards.
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